
EXTENSIVE SOFTWARE BUNDLE MAKES THE MM/1 AN UNBEATABLE VALUE 
Software for PC, Mac, Amiga and other computers cost you more money 

The popular MM/1 computer system includes dozens of software packages at no extra charge that cost you hundreds or even 
thousands of dollars on other computers. 

The MM/1 Software Bundle Helps You Fully Master MM/1 Capabilities 

* SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS — On a PC, a professional 'C' language can cost from $100 to $500; get yours at no extra 
charge on the MM/1 

* SAVE MONEY ON A FAST BASIC — Modern BASICs cost $100 or more on PC, and even more on a Mac; write fast, clean, re-
entrant, ROMable code with the MM/1's Microware BASIC — no extra charge! 

* KEEP UP WITH UNIX POWER USERS — The MM/1's ODDJOB language combines features of UNIX's awk language with 
Berkely UNIX-style socket interfaces; multiprocess, pass messages, co-ordinate multiple programs in realtime; ODDJOB has sold 
for hundreds of dollars to CD-I multimedia program developersl 

* 'TRANSFER FILES FROM PC-DOS COMPUTERS the MM/1 includes PCF, designed expressly to ease transfer of data 
between the MM/1 and a PC clone; the MM/1 quickly integratJs into your office! 

* ORGANIZE — homes and small offices can benefit from E-iiail and print spooling — for the small office or programming team, 
e-mail and print spooling are a dream; save hundreds or thousads of dollars over PC and UNIX solutions; all you need is included 
with the MM/1; share printers to avoid buying more printers thin you need; improve communication with E-mail 

* EASE HARD DISK BACKUPS — with the MM/1's tape drive file manager; your MM/1 easily supports a SCSI tape drive 
because it includes two powerful software packages at no xtra charge: SCSI drivers created with SCSIPak (tm), and SBF to 
manage tape-oriented input/output; save money, installation tim, and hassles 

* GET STARTED NOW — with MicroEmacs 3.9, a standard text editor for programmers, writers, students; print with Proff, a 
formatter that supports special printer features, headers, footrs, and more; similar products in the PC world cost a hundred 
dollars or more; EMACS on UNIX can cost over $500; Micmimacs is included with the M/v1/1 and is configurable 

L* DON'T wArr TO COMMUNICATE — via modem with th MM/1 telecom software. The MM/1 comes with Sterm, supporting 
ASCII, XMODEM, and CompuServe B protocols, for accurate, flexible telecommunicating; the MM/1 also includes Kermit and 
CKermit; comparable to UNIX Kermits; for batch file transfers 

* PROGRAMMERS CREATE PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE — with the bundled C Graphics Library, create sophisticated 
programs with menuing, dialogue boxes, mouse control, and more, with the included C graphics libraries; tested in the field, this 

ma graphics library has already created commercial databases, time management software, font editors, paint programs, and more; 
similar libraries for PC compatibles will cost PC owners extra dollars 

1* KEEP PRODUCTIVE — the MM/1 ships with SCSI driv rs that transfer data on your hard disk drive at between 1.2 
Megabytes/sec and 1.8 Megabytes/sec; as fast as many worksttions; with DMA, ideal for multimedia applications involving large 
sound files, graphics files, and animations 

* SPEED UP floppy access with disk caching — secure write- gh caching can speed up disk reads dramatically 

* SPECIAL! — Fast OS-9 utilities from TechnoTeacher, Inc. were licensed especially for the MM/1, and included at no extra 
charge, from a company that leads the nation in OS-9 tools, tea6ing, and training 

* USE MULTIMEDIA TOOLS TODAY — Sound and graphics tools included; view your GIF files, unstuff Mac files, play sound 
directly from your hard disk drive, sector-by-sector, show PC AutoDesk Anhnator(tm) animations on your MM/1; access Amiga, 
Mac, and PC files now to prepare interesting multimeda preseniations 



* ENJOY demos and a game — Test the drawing speed of your MM/1 with lines, circles, boxes, and filled boxes, drawn in random 

colors; watch colorful animations created on PCs and MM/is; and play Tetrix, a challenging game for hours of enjoyment 

### 

Put your name in for an MM/1 today! Ask for current configurations and shipping times. Due to high demand, expect some delays. 

1MS, Inc. hopes to be at immediate availability of MM/1 Super Personal systems (CPU, 9 Meg upgradability) by June 1, and 

MM/1 Super Personal Plus systems (adds 68340 accelerator CPU) by June 15. 


